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SMASH PRODUCTS AND COMODULES OF LINEAR MAPS

By

K. -H. Ulbrich*

Let G be a finitegroup and A be a G-graded algebra over a commutative

ring k. Consider the G-graded right.^-moduleU― 0 A(o) where A(a)=A has

grading shifted by a. Nastasescu and Rodind [5] proved that

(1) EndA-gr{U)*G^.EndA(JJ＼ and A#k[Gl*^EndA-gr(U)

where EndA-gr(U) denotes the algebra of graded
^4-endomorphisms of

U, and *

means crossed product, [5], Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. The proofs are given by

some explicit matrix computations relying on a graded isomorphism End4(£/)=

Mn{A), n=＼G＼, [5], Prop. 1.1. The firstisomorphism of (1) has recently been

generalized to

(2) EndA-gr(U)*G=ENDA(U), [2], Thm. 3.3,

for not necessarily finitegroups G. The purpose of this paper is to give Hopf

algebraic versions of (1) and (2). Write H=k[G]. First note that the above

crossed products are also smash products. Furthermore, a G-graded ^-module

is the same as an if-comodule, and the yl-isomorphism

U^i+HRA, a(o)＼―>o-lRa(o), a(o)^A(o),

is i/-colinear where H(g)A has coaction a: H<g>A->H(g)A(g)H defined by

(3) a(/i0fl)=S^ci)(S)aco)0/z<2)aci), h^H, a<=A.

Now let H be any Hopf algebra over k and set U=HRA for a right //-comodule

algebra A. Let End^(U) be the algebra of right A-linear maps U->U which

are colinear with respect to (3). We shallgeneralize (1), for H finiteover k, to

(4) EndI[{U)#H^EndA{U) and A#H*^EndAI(U).

It was pointed out in [5] that (1) implies the duality theorems of Cohen

and Montgomery [4]. Correspondingly, (4) may be viewed as an improvement

of the duality result for finiteHopf algebras [3], Cor. 2.7. Note that the second
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isomorphism of (4) gives a natural interpretation for an arbitrary smash pro-

duct by a finiteHopf algebra.

Comodules of the form ＼LOMA(M, N) seem not have been considered yet for

Hopf algebras others than k[_G~＼.We introduce them here for arbitrary, pro-

jective Hopf algebras in section 2. We can then generalize (2) (and the first

isomorphism of (4)) to

End%(U)#H=ENDA(U)

for projective Hopf algebras. This turns out to be a special case of Theorem

2.4 which also includes [2], Thm. 3.6 (1), and shows that the finiteness condi-

tions assumed there are not necessary.

Throughout the following, H denotes a Hopf algebra over a commutative

ring k, and A a right //-comodule algebra. Recall that a Hopf ^4-module is a

right yt-module M supplied with a right ii/-comodule structure a: M->M<g)H

such that

(5) a(ma)=Swico)flco)(S'^(i)flci), m^M, a<=A.

In case H=A, the descent theorem for Hopf //-modules says that the //-(co)-

linear map

MHRH ―> M, mRh i―> mh ,

is an isomorphism ([1], Thm. 3.1.8). Here Mfl={mEM|a(m)=mRl}. If H is

finiteover k, a right //-module M is a Hopf //-module iffM is a left i/*-module

satisfying

g(.mh)='E(gwmXgiM, g£EH*, m^M, HelH.

As usual, //*=Hom*(//, &) denotes the dual Hopf algebra (for H finiteover k),

and // is viewed as a left //*-module by gh=^hw(g, /z(2)>. For a left //-

module algebra B the smash product algebra B#H is B(&H with multiplication

defined by

for b,b'^B, h, h'^H. The antipode and counit of a Hopf algebra will be de-

noted by X and e, respectively. We write R=6§k-

(6)

1. Let M be a left H- and right ^-module such that

(hm)a = h(ma), h<=H, m^M, a<=A

For h^H and ^EndA(M) define h<p^EndA(M) by
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(7) (/i0)(m)=S/io)^(/i{2))m), m^M.

Then End4(M) is a left //-modulealgebra [6], and

EndA(M)#H ―> Endx(M), <pRh i―> <ph",

is a homomorphism of ^-algebras,where {<ph)(m)=(p(hm). Assume that M has

also a righti/-comodule structurea: M-+M(&H satisfying

(8) a(/jm)=2/ici)7wC0)R/*c2)≫Za)> h^H, m^M.

Let End?(M) be the ^-algebraof /1-linearand //-colinearmans M-+M.

Lemma 1.1. Endf (M) is an H-submodule algebra of EndA(M).

The easy proof is left to the reader.

In the following we consider M=H(g)A=U with ff-comodule structure de-

fined by (3); U is naturally a left H- and right yl-module satisfying (5),(6)

and (8).

Lemma 1.2. Suppose the antipode X of H is bijective. Then

(9) x: Endf (U) ―* Homk(H, A), x(0)(/i)=(£(g>l)0(/z(g>l),

is an isomorphism of k-modules.

PROOF. Define Hom*(#, ^i)-^Endf (£/),v^v, by

v(h<^a)=^lhC2)X-＼v(h^o)a^<S>v(.hw)^a ,

for h^H, a^A. It is easy to see that v is //-colinear. Clearly x(P)=v. Let

0eEnd^(t7), /iei/, and write ^(h<S)l)=11hi<S)ai. The colinearity of (j>implies

for v=%(0)

Sat(0)(S)/iiGi(i)=:2]v(^ci))(S)/i(2)･

Therefore

<p(h<g>l)=y}hiaU2)A~XaUD)<&aiW

=S/i(2)^~1(y(/j(i))(i))(8)y(/ici))co)･ □

Remark 1. If the comodule structure of A is trivialthen (9) is an algebra

map where ＼Lomk(H, A) has the opposite convolution product. (The bijectivity

of X is not needed in this case.)

Suppose now that H is finite over k. For a^A and g^H* define a0, g°:

U^U by
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a°(/i(g)ft)=S/i^-1(aci>)0a<o>ft,

g°(h<g)b)=gXhy8)b='2hw<g,hll>><2)b,

for h<=H, b^A. It is not difficult to see that a0 and g" are i7-colinear. Further-

more, (aa')0=a°a">, while (ggf)0=gl0ga. Note that g°(h)=gh if i/ is cocom-

Theorem 1.3. Let H be a finitely generated and projective Hopf algebra

over k, A a right H-comodule algebra, and U=H<g)A with comodule structure

defined by (3). Then

(10) End%(U)#H ―> EndA(U), $Rh i―> <f>h,

and

(11) A#H*-^End%(U), aRg^a°X(g)＼

are isomorphisms of k-algebras.

Proof. That (10) is bijectiveis a special case of Theorem 2.4 below. It

may be worth, however, to give here a separate proof for the finitecase. We

claim that the right //-module EndJJJ) is a Hopf module satisfying

(12) Endf (U)=EndA(U)H .

It sufficesto exhibit a corresponding left Z/*-module structure. View A and U

as left //^-modules in the natural wav. Then

gu = J}gwh<g)gC2)a , for u^h^a, g(EH*.

Now EndU(£7)becomes a left //*-module by the formula (7), (with h replaced

by g&H*). That g<p is A-＼inear follows in the present case from g(ua)=

Ti(gwu){g^a), u<=U, a^A. Furthermore, we have g{hu)=^(gwh){g^u)

for h^H, uEiU, and this implies gi^^―^ig^^Xg^h), as is easy to see.

Thus EndA(U) is a Hopf //-module. If ^eEnd^f/) is i/*-linear, then clearly

g(j)=s{g)<j>for all g(=H*. Conversely, if the latter holds, then

g(0(u)y-=T^ga)0)(gc≫u)=5]s(gu>)0(gWu)=0(gu),

so that 0 is i/*-linear. Hence (12) holds, and (10) is an isomorphism by the

descent theorem for Hopf modules.

The composite of (11) and (9) gives the map

A&H* ―^ Hom*(#, A), aRg ^―> (h*->aQ(g), h}).
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This is bijective, since H is finiteover k. Hence (11) is an isomorphism by

Lemma 1.2. That (11) is an algebra map follows from

which may be verified by evaluating on elements /i(R)l.

2. We assume throughout the following that H is projectiveover k. As

before, A denotes a right //-comodulealgebra. We want to definecomodules

YiOMA{M, TV) which generalizethose definedfor graded modules.

Fix Hopf ^4-moduIes M and N. For <J>^EomA(M, N) define a(<f>)^

HomA(M, N<g)H) by

(13) a(0X≫≫)=S^(w≫co))co)(8)^(wi<o})(i)^(mO)),weM.

(That a((p)is
^4-linear

follows from (5).) Evidently,

(14) (lRe)a(0)=0, </KEUomA(M, N).

Lemma 2.1. Le£^GHomA(M, /V). Then <p is H-colinearif and only if

a(d>)(m)=<p(m)<g)lfor allm^M.

Proof. "=}": This is obvious. "£=": We have, by (13) with m replaced

by m(0),

S0(wX(o))0mCi) = S^(W(o))(o)00(m<o))(i)^(ma>)m<2>

= S^(w)(o)(8)^(m)c1) . D

Define the ^-module HOMX(M, N) to consist of all0eHonu(M, N) for which

there exists an element S^co)0^ci)^Hom4(M, N)RH such that

Note that, since /f is projective, HomA(M7 N)§§H may be viewed as a sub-

module of Hom^M, N<g)H), and we may simply write

a(^)=20co)00a), ^eH0M4(M, AT).

Clearly, HOMUM, A^)=Homx(M, iV) if // is finiteover k.

Lemma 2.2. Let <p<=HOMA(M, N). Then ≪(^)eHOMA(M, N)RH, and

HOMA(M, N) is a right H-comodule. Furthermore, ENDA(M) = UOMA(M, M)

is a right H-comodule algebra.

Proof. Let m^M. We have by definitionof a(<pw), and by (13) with m
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=S0(o)(mCo>)(o)R0co)(m(o))u)^(raa)X>#ci>

= S0(wc≪)(O)(8)^(mco))(i)^(m(2))0^(m(o))(2)^(?nci))

Thus (a01)a(0)=(l(g)3)a(0) for 8 the comultiplication of H. This also implies

that a(<p) lies in HOMA(M, JV)0#. For, HOML(M, N) is the pull back for a

and the canonical map k : Hom^(M, N)(g)H->HomA(M, N(&H), and (―)0i/ pre-

serves finitelimits since H is flat. Thus HOMa(M, N)<g)H is the pull back for

a(g)idH and K<g)idH, and (a01)a(^)elm(≪01) implies a(0)eHOM^(vVf, N)<g)H.

Next let 0, ^≫eEND4(M). The definitionof 2^co>0^a) implies

S0(W(o))0^(mcl))=S^<o>(m)co)0^(0co)(m)ci))^a) .

From this we conclude

≪(00)(m)=S(#(w(o)))(o)(Sl(#(m(o)))(i)^(mcl))

= S0(^co)(≫i)co))(o)0^(0co)(m)co))ci)^co)(m)a))0ci)

= S^co)^co)(m)(g)0(1)^(1)･

Hence a.(<f><I))=a(<f>)a{(p),and this completes the proof.

Example. Let H=k＼_G~＼for a group G. Hence
^4

is a G-graded £-algebra,

and M=cMff) N=@Na are G-graded right ^-modules. Let ^eHom^M, N) and

ma^Ma. Then

This shows ^ eHOM^(M, TV) iff 0=S^reci/r (see (14)) with
r r

i/r={^r(EHom4(M, iV)|0r(A/ff)ciVrff,aeG},

and in this case a(<p)='2i<pz<g)T.Hence our definition of HOML(M, N) coincides

for H=k[_G] with the usual one for graded modules.

Suppose in the following that M is also a left if-module satisfying (6) and

(8); hence Hoiru(M, N) is a right //-module with (<ph)(m)=(J){hm).

Lemma 2.3. Let ^keHOMUM, N) and h(=H. Then

a(#)=S0co)/zci)(8>^u>^c2) ･
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Proof. From (8) (with h replaced by /io))one obtains

This implies

= S0((^ci)w)co))co)00((/ici)W)co))ci)^((^(i)m)co)/iC2)

Theorem 2.4. Let H be a projective Hopf k-algebra, A a right H-comodule

algebra, and M, N Hopf A-modules. Suppose M is also a left H-module satisfy-

ing (6) and (8). Then

Hom£(M, N)RH ―> HOMU(M, N), 0R/i i―> <j>h,

is an isomorphism of right H-comodules, where Homf (M, N) denotes the k-module

of A-linear and H-colinear maps M->N. Furthermore,

End?(M)#H ―> ENDx(M), flg>hi―> <f>h,

is an isomorphism of right H-comodule algebras.

Proof. HOM^M, N) is a Hopf ^-module by Lemma 2.3,and

Hom^(M, JV)=HONUM, N)H

holds by Lemma 2.1. Hence the result follows from the descent theorem for

Hopf i/-modules.

Remark 2. Assume that H is finite over k. Then HOMA(M, N)=

Hom^M, N), and the corresponding i/*-module structure is

for g^H* and ^eHom4(M, N). In thiscase theorem 2.4 may be proved entirely

in the same way as the bijectivityof (10).

Clearly,Theorem 2.4 applies to M=U=H<g>A. More generally,one may

consider U(M)=H0M, for any Hopf
^4-module

M, with comodule structure

/z0m^S ^(i)0^(o)0^c2)W(i).Then

End? (U(M))#H s ENDA(U(M)).
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This shows for H―k＼G] that [2], Thm. 3.6(1) holds without any

conditionson G or M.

finiteness
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